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                        Mission makes
it possible

                        We believe in delivering dishes packed with flavour, offering an authentic taste and creating
                            stand out meals. We're here to help strengthen your meal offerings and ultimately make them
                            inspirational.

                    

                    
                        

                        

                        

                        

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                    

                

            

        

        

        
            
                Mission has become the world's biggest

                    manufacturer of tortillas and the UK's favourite

                    branded wrap - it's no surprise we exist to give

                    you the very best.

            

        

        

        
            

                
                    Explore our products
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                                    Tortillas

                                    Fold, roll or wrap our tortillas, they come in a variety of sizes and flavours -
                                        including Beetroot & Chia.
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                                    Tacos

                                    Keep it small and simple but delicious with our range of tacos - perfect for
                                        starters or
                                        street food offerings.
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                                    Tortilla chips

                                    Round or triangle? Fried or unfried? Salted or with a kick? Our range is varied
                                        but
                                        guarantees a deliciously crisp chip.
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                                    Flatbreads

                                    Fill, dip or top our Flatbreads, diving into the world of global flavours -
                                        including Naans & Pittas.

                                

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        

                        

                        

                    

                

                
                    Discover our products

                    We understand different channels require different solutions, that's why we offer a wide range of
                        products.

                    
                        
                            
                                From frozen to long life ambient, low salt to low fat, different flavours, shapes and
                                    sizes...
                                

                                We like to have it all.
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                                That's why we're proud...

                                ...to be distributed across an array of channels including Education, On the Go, Pubs
                                    & Bars, QSR - just to name a few.

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        


        

        
            
                
                    Get in touch

                    So, if you want to find out more just drop us a message,

                        send us an email or drop us a line and we'll be more than happy to help.

                

                
                    
                        
                            Where we are!

                            	
                                    Mission Foods UK
Renown Avenue,
Coventry Business
                                        Park,
Coventry,
CV5 6UJ

                                
	
                                    	
                                            Contact us here
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